®

LYNCEA PATROL® IS AN OPEN AND MODULAR MISSION MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM GIVING TO OPV AND COVERTS CAPACITIES TO MONITOR AND
ESTABLISH A COMMON MARITIME PICTURE BETWEEN SEVERAL UNITS
COMPILING LOCAL SENSORS AND DATA LINKS.
Thanks to its weapon management and decision making tools, LYNCEA
PATROL is multi-mission and especially efficient in above water warfare such
as sovereignty, EEZ protection, Maritime or fisheries control, illegal
trafficking, anti-piracy, search & rescue...
By providing an overall view of the area of interest, LYNCEA PATROL
enhances the situation awareness, command & control and maximizes
efficiency of sensors and weapons.

Based on a federated architecture, LYNCEA PATROL offers an affordable, flexible
and upgradeable solution that can meet challenges of today but also tomorrow.
Designed for RHIB, speed boats and OPV, LYNCEA hardware is rugged and
scalable to your needs from tablets to Multi-Touch tactical multi-function
consoles or tactical tables.

FEATURES:
EASY SETUP: LYNCEA modular architecture can be adapted to any
subsystem for easy on board integration (new building or retrofit)
INTUITIVE: The click & see intuitive user interface allows the operator to
be multitasking and fully operative after a short-time training
RUGGED: COMBAT proven, MIL-STD-810G et IP65
APPLICATIONS:
Survey of maritime zones, counter-piracy and counter-smuggling, SAR,
SpeOps, constabulary missions, environmental protection, fisheries control.
REFERENCES:
From 2009, LYNCEA is in service and combat proven on board French
Navy ships and an OPV of a foreign Navy.
SERVICES:
Expert in integration of complex systems, NEXEYA provides support to
customers as Design Authority and System Integrator for small
to medium-sized naval systems.
OPTIONS:
In order to improve effectiveness at all levels, NEXEYA proposes a wide
range of options:
LYNCEA COMMAND offers to maritime commanding centres the capacity
to analyse, decide and coordinate missions between naval forces using
tactical data link available ( L11, L16, LINK Y…)
LINK P is an secure HF or SATCOM tactical data link that offers to countries the capacity to increase effectiveness by sharing tactical situation
and access to C2 all over your EEZ.
LYNCEA MOBILE version makes the tactical situation available for an
intervention team on a RHIB and has a chat and multimedia contents
transfer capability.

LYNCEA TRAINING offers a complete and realistic
tactical environment for the LYNCEA operators
thanks to TACSIM advanced tactical simulator and
SIMCOM complete audio environment emulator.
NEXEYA proposes scalable solutions going from
light on-board easy deployable to exact replica
simulator.

VERSIONS
LYNCEA COMBAT
For medium to large OPV.
Multi console, all missions
capable
LYNCEA PATROL
For small to medium OPV.
Multi/Mono console, above
water missions dedicated
LYNCEA MOBILE
For speed boats and RHIB.
Multi-touch tablet, SpecOps
and police missions
LYNCEA COMMAND
For Command Centres.
PC or consoles, maritime
operations management
LYNCEA TRAINING
For Training Centres.
PC or consoles, include
scenario management tools
to easy built training
missions
MT3
Military or civilian versions
Multi Touch Tactical Table
to display the tactical
situation evolution on
cartographic background

